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Abstract

Automatic pancreas segmentation in 3D radiological scans is a critical, yet
challenging task. As a prerequisite for computer-aided diagnosis (CADx) sys-
tems, accurate pancreas segmentation could generate both quantitative and
qualitative information towards establishing the severity of a condition, and
thus provide additional guidance for therapy planning. Since the pancreas
is an organ of high inter-patient anatomical variability, previous segmenta-
tion approaches report lower quantitative accuracy scores in comparison to
abdominal organs such as the liver or kidneys. This paper presents a novel
approach for automatic pancreas segmentation in magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI) and computer tomography (CT) scans. This method exploits 3D
segmentation that, when coupled with geometrical and morphological char-
acteristics of abdominal tissue, classifies distinct contours in tight pixel-range
proximity as “pancreas” or “non-pancreas”. There are three main stages to
this approach: 1) identify a major pancreas region and apply contrast en-
hancement to differentiate between pancreatic and surrounding tissue; 2)
perform 3D segmentation via continuous max-flow and min-cuts approach,
structured forest edge detection, and a training dataset of annotated pan-
creata; 3) eliminate non-pancreatic contours from resultant segmentation via
morphological operations on area, structure and connectivity between dis-
tinct contours. The proposed method is evaluated on a dataset containing
82 CT image volumes, achieving mean Dice Similarity coefficient (DSC) of
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79.3 ± 4.4%. Two MRI datasets containing 216 and 132 image volumes are
evaluated, achieving mean DSC 79.6 ± 5.7% and 81.6 ± 5.1% respectively.
This approach is statistically stable, reflected by lower metrics in standard
deviation in comparison to state-of-the-art approaches.

Keywords: Automatic pancreas segmentation, Computer-aided diagnosis,
Continuous max-flow and min-cuts, Contrast enhancement, Geometrical
characteristics, Structured forest

1. Introduction

The computation of pancreas measurements, such as volume and curva-
ture, can provide insight about the progression of type 2 diabetes mellitus
(Burute et al., 2014, Asaturyan and Villarini, 2018) and assist detection
of pancreatic neoplasms (Roth et al., 2015a). Studies have reported that
variations in pancreas contouring can be linked to ductal adenocarcinoma
(Cruickshank and Benbow, 1995) and enhanced contour analysis can facil-
itate stratification of normal variations against pancreatic tumours (Omeri
et al., 2017). Obtaining such information firstly requires segmentation of the
pancreas in radiological image volumes, such as computer tomography (CT)
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Although manual segmentation can
produce very accurate results, it is time-consuming, sometimes prone to in-
terobserver variability, but above all is difficult to replicate given the growing
number of available medical image volumes. On the other hand, computer-
aided diagnosis systems (CADx) that generate accurate, automatic pancreas
segmentation on a scale involving thousands of abdominal medical scans,
could support clinical studies to establish essential correlations between or-
gan volume, curvature and anthropometric measures (Villarini et al., 2017).

That said, the pancreas has high structural variability and a full inspec-
tion from a scan is problematic since the organ lies just behind the stomach:
the head of the pancreas touches the small intestine and often overlaps with
surrounding abdominal fat, artery and veins. In general, the greyscale inten-
sity of the pancreatic region is very similar to nearby tissue, and consequently
this increases the challenge of accurately segmenting this organ.

Figure 1(a) displays a single axial slice from an abdominal CT scan.
The top image shows the original slice and the bottom image highlights the
ground-truth of the pancreas contoured in red. Notice the similarity in the
greyscale intensity of surrounding tissue. Differing from CT imaging, the low
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Figure 1: The expert-led manual (ground-truth) segmentation of the pancreas is contoured
in red. Column (a) displays an axial slice in a CT scan. Columns (b) and (c) display
two axial slices from two different MRI scans. Notice the finer image quality of CT in
comparison to MRI that is significantly coarse and suffers from greater blurred boundaries
between the pancreas, and duodenum.

resolution and slower imaging speed of MRI presents additional edge-based
artefacts (Cai et al., 2016). Figure 1(b)(c) display axial MRI slices from two
different scans for two different subjects. It is noted that the same imaging
protocol was used to obtain both scans. Notice that in column (c), the slices
appear “zoomed-in” to emphasise visibility variation of pancreatic features
in a slice-by-slice inspection.

1.1. Related work

In recent research literature, various organ segmentation methods have
been proposed in the scheme of multi-atlas approaches (Chu et al., 2013,
Wolz et al., 2013, Wang et al., 2014, Okada et al., 2015, Tong et al., 2015)
and convolutional neural networks (Roth et al., 2015a, Cai et al., 2016, Farag
et al., 2017). The common factor amongst these methods is a reliance upon
expert-led manually annotated organs in medical image volumes. Also, most
segmentation methods have been performed on CT modality as opposed to
MRI, which presents additional difficulties of image artefacts and greater
blurred boundaries between organs.

The approach reported in Chu et al. (2013) describes an automatic multi-
organ segmentation methodology that is based on spatially-divided proba-
bilistic atlases and performs Markov random field (MRF)-based registration.
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Wolz et al. (2013) describes a locally weighted atlas selection and patch-
based scheme to perform multiple abdominal organ segmentation. A post-
processing stage utilises graph-cuts using a learned intensity model. Wang
et al. (2014) presents a patch-based label propagation that uses relative
geodesic distances to define patient-specific coordinate systems as spatial
context. This approach is said to overcome the problem of incorrect patch
selection, which arises from registration errors after image alignment. In the
approach reported in Okada et al. (2015) statistical shape modelling is per-
formed using conditional shape-location and unsupervised intensity priors.
The method described in Tong et al. (2015) employs voxel-wise local atlas
selection, dictionary learning and sparse coding techniques to produce target
specific priors for segmentation.

All of the above methods utilise datasets containing CT image volumes,
and although produce promising segmentation results, these methods suffer
from poor statistical stability with high standard deviation (>14%) and re-
quire 2 to 4 hours in computation time to process a single image volume
(Chu et al., 2013, Wolz et al., 2013).

Recent advances in convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been suc-
cessfully woven into medical image segmentation algorithms, especially for
abdominal organs that are highly deformable and possess vague edge bound-
aries. Roth et al. (2015a) presents an approach that uses dense labelling of
local superpixel image patches via probability-based CNN and nearest neigh-
bour fusion. Next, a regional CNN samples a set of bounding boxes around
each image superpixel at different scales of contexts. The CNN models are
trained to assign class probabilities for each superpixel region as either “pan-
creas” or “non-pancreas”. The methodology proceeds by employing another
regional CNN that influences the joint space of CT image pixel intensities
and the initial CNN outcome probability maps. In order to produce the fi-
nal segmentation, post-processing integrates an application of 3D Gaussian
smoothing and 2D conditional random fields (CRFs).

The use of CNN models is extended in Cai et al. (2016) where pancreatic
detection and boundary segmentation of MRI volumes is performed using
two types of CNN methods. Firstly, a region detection stage separates local
image regions as “pancreas” or “non-pancreas” with spatial intensity context;
secondly, the boundary detection stage extracts the semantic boundaries of
the pancreas. Resulting outcomes from these two networks are merged as
the input to a CRF, which provides the final segmentation result.

Farag et al. (2017) describes a bottom-up approach method by firstly
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classifying image patches at different resolutions and cascading superpixels.
Next, dense image patch labelling is performed using two methods: forest
classification on image histogram and texture features; and deep convolu-
tional neural network classification on image patches of greater spatial con-
texts.

With the exception of Okada et al. (2015), the above CNN methods yield
DSC results that outperform the reported multi-atlas based approaches and
produce a tighter standard deviation. However, such convolutional neural
networks are prone to suffer from imbalance between classes (i.e. pancreas
versus non-pancreas) and overfitting during the network training phase (Mil-
letari et al., 2016), and thus ignore features that are related to the organ of
interest during the prediction phase of test volumes.

1.2. Contributions

The following list presents the technical and methodological novelties,
which, in addition to further contributions, are presented in this sub-section:
(a) a learned intensity model for digital contrast enhancement in image vol-
umes; (b) a hybrid energy-minimisation segmentation approach exploits edge
detection to yield detailed, optimal contouring of the pancreas; (c) a post-
processing stage integrates principal geometric descriptors that characterises
tissue and employs radiological expert-knowledge for refined tissue classifica-
tion.

Although multi-atlas based approaches (Tong et al., 2015, Okada et al.,
2015, Wolz et al., 2013) have achieved high quantitative accuracy scores
(>90%) on organs such as the liver and kidneys, segmentation of pancreas
is far lower in quantitative accuracy. Not only does the pancreas account
for less than 1% in a given abdomen scan, but the selection of atlases with
high similarity in the pancreas region is not successful because surrounding
tissue, such as the duodenum, have similar greyscale intensity. In this pa-
per, a pre-processing stage improves the distributional characterisation of
intensities between pancreatic and surrounding tissue boundaries. A digital
contrast intensity model is proposed to increase greyscale differences in an
image volume, particularly in pancreatic contouring. Optimum parameters
for tissue enhancement are achieved through analysing intensities in a cor-
responding training imaging dataset. The motivation is to differentiate the
nearby splenic vein, superior mesenteric artery and surrounding tissue that
are often overlapping, or in close proximity to the pancreas. Consequently,
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this stage reduces the number of “non-pancreas” region predictions in later
processing.

The methodologies reported in Roth et al. (2015a), Cai et al. (2016),
Farag et al. (2017) perform convolutional neural network training and seg-
mentation on 2D images or slice-by-slice basis. As a result, such methods
can exhibit discontinuity or high variation in predicting pancreatic regions
between consecutive slices. In this paper, the main segmentation approach
employs a 3D based algorithm that performs an initial (rough) segmentation
of the pancreas. Comparatively, this produces greater consistency in spa-
tial smoothness and prediction among successive slices. In order to further
overcome problems caused by the low contrast between organ boundaries, a
pretrained edge detection model is utilised to “strengthen” the boundaries
of distinct pancreas contours and reduce edges that appear within these
closed contours, consequently improving tissue classification at the post-
processing stage. Thus, the major pancreas region and surrounding tissue
are extracted using a hybrid segmentation approach that integrates random
forest probability-wise predictions of superpixels; structured forest edge de-
tection for local regions; and energy-minimising 3D continuous max-flow and
min-cuts, together which produces very detailed boundary preservation.

The resulting pancreas contouring has been verified by two independent
experts in radiology and radiography. Moreover, this approach has shown to
be equally effective across image volumes with varying noise and distortion.

Unlike previous approaches (Roth et al., 2015a, Wang et al., 2014, Tong
et al., 2015, Farag et al., 2017) that label fixed image patches as “pancreas”
or “non-pancreas” towards or during the final methodology stage, the ap-
proach presented in this paper demonstrates the effectiveness of classify-
ing distinct contours with diverse size and structure. A multi-level stage of
post-processing stage is proposed for refined tissue classification: morpholog-
ical operations are performed to obtain geometrical descriptors in an image
volume, and positioning of distinct contours are analysed to determine the
likelihood of being pancreatic tissue. A combinations-based method of elim-
ination aims to remove non-pancreatic contours that are likely to represent
a fraction of the inferior vena cava, common hepatic artery, splenic artery
and vein, superior mesenteric, stomach, left kidney or spleen. This detail
of analysis, which combines expert-knowledge of radiological and anatomi-
cal structural information, preserves the original contouring of the pancreas
while eliminating surrounding tissue separated by a tight pixel range.

The proposed method is evaluated on two imaging modalities, including
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a CT dataset and two MRI datasets. The approach outperforms in Dice
similarity coefficient (DSC) in comparison to previous state-of-the-art ap-
proaches Roth et al. (2015a), Cai et al. (2016), Wolz et al. (2013), Okada
et al. (2015), Tong et al. (2015), Farag et al. (2017), Karasawa et al. (2017)
and is relatively comparable to methods Roth et al. (2017), Cai et al. (2017),
Zhou et al. (2016) with a lower standard deviation. The volumetric Jaccard
Index (JI), precision and recall results are also reported.

Every stage of the methodology is reproducible and scalable depending
on the number of training image volumes and the depth of refinement. Al-
though the proposed approach has been tested on pancreas segmentation
alone, the methodology can be generalisable to other 3D organ or muscular
tissue segmentation tasks.

In Section 2, the methodology for 3D pancreas segmentation and refine-
ment is covered. Section 3 presents the experiments and evaluation achieved,
including key program parameters and numerical implementation. Section
4 discusses the segmentation results’ outcome with a comparison to those
reported in recent literature and strategies for further optimisation. Section
5 provides a conclusion.

2. Methods

The methodology of the proposed approach, as illustrated in Figure 2,
progresses through three main stages, each one of which is discussed below
in further depth.

2.1. Major pancreas region detection and intensities analysis

An effective application of contrast enhancement in CT or MRI can differ-
entiate pancreatic tissue and boundaries against background classes of blood
vessels, stomach fundus and the first section of the small intestine (duode-
num). Following an application of Non Local-means (Buades et al., 2005) for
noise reduction, a sigmoid function is applied to a given test image volume
by incorporating a gain, g, which controls the actual contrast, and a cut-off
value, c, which represents the (normalised) greyscale value about which con-
trast level is changed. Every i-th slice, si, in the image volume undergoes
contrast enhancement, C(si), as described in Equation 1:

C(si) =
1

1 + exp [g(c−si)]
(1)
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Figure 2: Overview of methodology: three main stages are proposed for automatic pan-
creas segmentation in abdominal CT and MRI scans (volumes).

Figure 3(a)(b) depicts a slice from an image volume before and after con-
trast enhancement, respectively. Empirically testing, the values for gain and
cut-off were assigned to image volumes in the training dataset by considering
the respective mean greyscale intensity value. From here, a non-linear regres-
sion model is developed to predict the gain for the test volume. Similarly, a
linear regression model is developed for predicting the cut-off value. Overall,
the value of the gain and cut-off value increases in proportion to the mean
pixel intensity of the image volume.

Next, the major pancreas region is identified using the method reported
in Farag et al. (2017). A random forest is trained on a selection of extracted
features in the training data; afterwards, the trained forest predicts the like-
lihood of a region in the test image volume as “pancreas” given a probability
threshold.

Essentially, every image volume in the training dataset is initially con-
verted to superpixels of 32 pixel region size. From here, feature information is
extracted in image patches of 25×25 pixels, describing texture and the prob-
ability of a patch as “pancreas” based on voxel intensity analysis. Equation
2 describes this probability as:
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Figure 3: Visualisation of results for a slice from image volume. (a) Original MRI slice,
(b) MRI slice after contrast enhancement, (c) Red bounding outline depicts major pan-
creas region, (d) Segmentation following max-flow and min-cuts approach, (e) Boundary
detection using structured forest learning, (f) Final contour segmentation after refinement.

p+ =
(f+(M+))

(f+(M+) + f−(M−))
(2)

where f+(M+) and f−(M−) are kernel density estimators representing
the intensity distributions of the positive {M+} and negative {M−} pancreas
and non-pancreas voxels from an image volume, respectively.

Two further features for each axial slice are the normalised relative x-
axis and y-axis positions in the range [0, 1], which are calculated at each
image patch centre against the segmented abdomen area. From here, a total
of 46 image patch-level features per superpixel are employed to train the
random forest classifier. The image patch labels are acquired by extracting
information from their patch centre pixels in accordance to their ground-truth
segmentation.

The trained random forest classifier distinguishes the negative or “non-
pancreas” class patches such as the liver and greater outer region. Figure 3(c)
displays a red outline over a sample slice that embodies the area predicting
“pancreas” at a probability of 0.85 per superpixel - this represents the major
pancreas region for that particular slice in a test image volume.
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2.2. Segmentation of pancreas tissue and surroundings

The major region of interest as a volume is processed through an unsuper-
vised 3D segmentation algorithm (Yuan et al., 2010), which uses maximal-
flow and minimum graph-cuts approach. Allow Ω to serve as a closed and
continuous 3D domain representing the major pancreas region volume as a
graph. At every position, x ∈ Ω, the spatial flow passing x can be written
as q(x). Additionally, the directed source flow from terminal s to x can be
denoted by qs(x), and the directed sink flow from x to terminal t by qt(x).
The continuous max-flow and min-cuts model can be described through the
introduction of a multiplier known as the “dual variable”, denoted by µ to
some flow conservation:

max
qs,qt,q

min
µ

∫
Ω

qsdx+

∫
Ω

µ(∇ · q−qs + qt)dx (3)

such that qs(x) ≤ Cs(x), qt(x) ≤ Ct(x) and |q(x) ≤|C(x), where C(x),
Cs(x) and Ct(x) describe given capacity functions, and ∇ · q calculates the
total spatial flow nearby x. From here, the “Multiplier-Based Maximal-
Flow Algorithm” described in Yuan et al. (2010) is employed to perform
unsupervised image segmentation on the entire volumetric major pancreas
region. Figure 3(d) displays the resulting segmentation of a single slice in a
given test image volume.

Edge detection and boundary matching. The segmented image volume un-
dergoes a transformation via structured forest learning (Dollár and Zitnick,
2013) where the boundaries or edges of pancreatic issue and surroundings
are detected. The edges of segments in each slice are measured against
the boundaries of equally sized pancreas segments provided in the training
dataset. The measure of similarity between these edges are performed via
modified Hausdorff distance (MHD) (Dubuisson and Jain, 1994) and struc-
tural similarity (SSIM) index (Dosselmann and Yang, 2011).

An MHD measure provides a relatively local comparison between two
pancreatic boundary points in comparison to SSIM, which tends to capture
a much more global similarity between two image patches. For example,
an MHD captures small circular patterns or strokes of pancreatic contours,
whereas SSIM provides an overall morphology ‘appearance’ similarity be-
tween contours being compared. Hence, combining these two metrics pro-
vides the advantages of both global and local measures of similarity.
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Whenever the error between a region in the training data and its cor-
responding region in the segmentation slice falls below empirically identi-
fied threshold values of 0.15 (MHD) and 0.29 (SSIM), a boundary match
is assigned to a compilation of pancreas contour similarities, otherwise the
contour is discarded. Figure 3(e) depicts the boundaries of different tissue
in a segmented slice after max-flow and min-cuts segmentation. Notice the
variation in contour intensity against the background: the greater outline
of the pancreas has been heavily detected whereas the edges inside are less
enhanced, thus preventing unnecessary segment division in later processing.

2.3. Refined extraction of pancreas

Once an image volume of rough segmentation has been extracted, a
stage of post-processing eliminates surrounding contours identified as “non-
pancreas”. Figure 3(f) displays the final segmentation outcome for a single
slice in a test image volume following three levels of refinement. Each level
progressively targets surrounding tissue that is located in closer proximity
to the pancreas. The first level performs a shallow-based removal of dis-
tinct non-pancreatic contours such as whole or remaining fractions of the
aorta, portal vein, duodenum, stomach, and the ascending and descending
colon. The second level aims to further tackle non-pancreatic tissue that do
not lie within the radiologically described embodiment of a pancreas shape
(Cruickshank and Benbow, 1995). Last, but certainly not least, the third
level of refinement analyses the positioning of distinct contours that are very
close to but are not part of the pancreas’ head and body, such as the in-
ferior vena cava, common hepatic artery, splenic artery and vein, superior
mesenteric, a fraction of the stomach; and close to but not part of the pan-
creas’ tail including a fraction of the left kidney and spleen. Depending on
the slice position in the segmented image volume, such tissue can be sepa-
rated by just a few pixels from pancreatic tissue and thus requires further
analysis to increase the likelihood of correct tissue classification. In order
to emphasise the importance of this post-processing stage, Figure 4 high-
lights the major pancreas region in three slices (from three different image
volumes) that progress though three consecutive levels of refinement. Notice
that close-range non-pancreatic contours are effectively removed in the third
(and final) level.
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2.3.1. Level 1: morphological operations on distinct contours

Analysing a given set of annotated training image volumes, the following
is deduced: the mean of ranges (where the pancreas is visible throughout
successive slices in a volume), with careful consideration to heavy outliners;
the mean slice number where the pancreas features become visible for the
first time, sstart, reach maximum area, smax, and the last slice after which
pancreas features are not visible any longer, send. By considering the total
number of slices in each image volume, ts, a discrete set of four slice ranges
are established: r1 : [1, sstart−1], r2 : [sstart, smax−1], r3 : [smax, send−1] and
r4 : [send, ts] , where r1, r2, r3 and r4 ∈ Z. A k-medoids cluster approach
is employed in order to generate Nr1 , Nr2 , Nr3 and Nr4 number of groups
of constraints for every slice range. Every group of constraints includes a
measure of area, triangularity and ratio of spatial dimensions. For each slice
range, individual contours in the segmentation image volume are simultane-
ously measured against corresponding groups of constraints; if the error for
each observation is greater than an empirically assigned threshold, tm, then
this contour is regarded as “non-pancreas” and removed from the overall
segmentation result, otherwise it is retained. Let Nri(α), Nri(β) and Nri(γ)
represent individual constraints of area, triangularity and ratio of spatial
dimensions. Thus, for every Nri , this operation can be defined as:

pc =

{
1 if 0 ≤ Eα

ri
, Eβ

ri
, Eγ

ri
≤ tm

0 otherwise
(4)

where pc represents a segmentation contour whose value of 1 corresponds
to “pancreas” and a value of 0 corresponds to “non-pancreas”. Eα

ri
, Eβ

ri
and

Eγ
ri

represent the error between Nri(α), Nri(β) and Nri(γ) and an observed
segmentation contour’s similar measures, respectively.

Another morphological operation is the mean curvature (J. Williams and
Shah, 1992) of distinct contours in each segmentation slice. Suppose that
Cp represents a contour with natural parameter, t. Let the angle between
the tangents to Cp at points q1 and q2 be θ(q1, q2), and let the length of the
segment of the curve between q1 and q2 be s(q1, q2). The curvature, κp, of
the curve Cp to q1 is defined in Equation 5 as:

κp = lim
q2−→q1

θ(q1, q2)

s(q1, q2)
(5)

If an observed contour falls below a threshold, tc, which is based on
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the curvature analysis of unique contours in the training dataset, then it
is discarded from the resultant segmentation volume. The top image in
Figure 5(a) illustrates an example where several distinct contours in a slice
are labelled with area, ratio and triangularity; the bottom image displays the
resultant slice after removal of contours deemed as “non-pancreas”.

Figure 4: Visualisation of three levels for fine pancreas extraction in three different slices
from three different image volumes. Column (a): original slice after initial segmentation.
Column(b): resultant slice after first level of refinement, now contained in a bounding
box against a “trail map”. Column (c): resultant slice after second level of refinement,
now contained in a bounding box that identifies gradient between combinational distinct
contours. Colum (d): resultant slice after third level of refinement.

Figure 5: Visualisation of three levels for fine pancreas extraction in three different slices
(from three different image volumes). Top row and bottom row: distinct contours in
slice before and after processing, respectively. Column (a): first level of morphological
operations on distinct contours, highlighting measurements of area, spatial aspect ratio
and triangularity. Column (b): second level of positioning contours on “trail map” within
bounding box containing all contours. Column (c): combinational connectivity between
centre landmark points and respective gradients between all distinct contours.
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2.3.2. Level 2: localisation and positioning of contours

The slice-by-slice inspection of pancreatic regions in the training dataset
reveals that whole or distinct pancreatic contours are embodied in a shape
resembling a horseshoe, an inverted-V, transverse, sigmoidal (Hagen-Ansert,
2017) but more commonly, oblique or L-shaped (Cruickshank and Benbow,
1995). Therefore, consider a localisation bounding box to contain all the
contours in each segmentation slice, as described in 6:

Fs = [xmin, ymin, (xmax − xmin), (ymax − ymin)] (6)

where (xmin, ymin) represents the top left-vertex of the bounding box,
(xmax−xmin) is the width and (ymax−ymin) is the height that follows from this
point of reference. From here, it is possible to generate an L-shaped template
that behaves like a “trail-map” for identifying contours deemed as “pancreas”
or otherwise. This trail-map can be viewed as a collection of neighbouring
paths that begin from a set of points, BXY = {(x1, ymax), ..., (xn, ymax)}, on
the bottom horizontal of the bounding box and rise by corresponding angles,
θ = {θ1, ..., θn}, to respective points on the top horizontal of the bounding
box. From here, the trail descends by angles, φ = {φ1, ..., φn}, to respective
terminating points (on the bounding box). It is noted that BX = {x1, ..., xn}
are values that refer to a set of n distances measured from the bottom right-
hand vertex, i.e. (xmax, ymax), hence, BX ∈ R | xmin ≤BX ≤ xmax. Values of
θ and φ are co-dependent on the width and height of the bounding box.

The top image in Figure 5(b) illustrates an example where several oblique
trails run across distinct segments. An observed contour in a segmentation
slice that does not lie on the trail-map is removed from the image volume
as displayed in the bottom image of Figure 5(b), otherwise it is retained to
progress to the next post-processing level.

2.3.3. Level 3: centre landmarks of distinct contours

A final level of refinement examines the gradient between pairs of con-
tours. For example, in any given slice in the training dataset, it is unusual,
if not uncommon to observe two pancreatic contours where the gradient be-
tween their landmark centre points is infinity. Therefore, if the centre points
of two pancreatic contours in a segmentation slice lie on the same imaginary
vertical line, then it is safe to suggest that one of two is likely “non-pancreas”
and opt for removal. The top image in Figure 5(c) illustrates an example
where a pair of contours with gradient infinity have been identified; the bot-
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tom image displays the resultant slice after removal of the contour deemed
“non-pancreas”.

In order to identify which contour to eliminate from the resultant segmen-
tation, a number of computations are performed to generate multiple groups
of “segmentation characteristics”. These groups are analysed against mul-
tiple groups of similar measurements in the training data, otherwise known
as “ground-truth characteristics”, and contours identified as “non-pancreas”
are eliminated to form the final segmentation result.

Generate groups of “ground-truth characteristics”. Firstly, for every image
volume in a training dataset, the slices that contain two, three or four distinct
pancreas contours are analysed. For each slice, it is possible to generate its
respective “ground-truth characteristics” that contains the following: the ar-
eas of individual contours, the gradient, Euclidean distance and ratio-of-areas
between pairs of distinct contours, which are are computed in a combinational
manner (without repetition).

For example, as highlighted in Figure 6(a), if an image slice has three
distinct contours with areas, A, B and C, then three combination gradi-
ents, gAB, gAC and gBC are computed, as well as corresponding Euclidean
distances, dAB, dAC and dBC . Furthermore, the ratios of the former area
to the latter, i.e., A/B, A/C and B/C are important descriptors, providing an
indication of overall contour shape as opposed to area alone.

Four groups, R1 to R4, describing “ground-truth characteristics” of dif-
ferent combinations of contours, are generated. Each group is confined to its
respective slice range, r1 to r4. As highlighted in Figure 6(b), R1 describes a
set containing groups of “ground-truth characteristics” from a combination
of two contours. R2 describes two sets: one set has groups of “ground-truth
characteristics” from a combination of two contours and another set has
groups of “ground-truth characteristics” from a combination of three con-
tours. R3 describes three sets, each set contains groups of “ground-truth
characteristics” from a combination of two, three and four distinct contours
separately.

Each set of groups of “ground-truth characteristics” can be represented
by f i

p where i refers to the i-th slice range group, Ri, and p refers to the
number of contours. Figure 6(b) provides a visual summary of all sets and
defined below is an example of f 2

3:
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f 2
3 = {(A, B, C, gAB, gAC, gBC, dAB, dAC, dBC, A/B, A/C, B/C)1,

A, B, C, gAB, gAC, gBC, dAB, dAC, dBC, A/B, A/C, B/C)2,

· · ·
A, B, C, gAB, gAC, gBC, dAB, dAC, dBC, A/B, A/C, B/C)n}.

(7)

where n is a chosen number of groups in a set that is based on k-medoids
clustering of these measurements in the training dataset.

Figure 6: Column (a) provides a visual example of a slice from an image volume in a
training dataset. Computations include the gradient and distance between combinational
area centres and the respective ratios of combinational areas. Column (b) provides a
summarised visual representation of “ground-truth characteristics” generated for sets R1,
R2, R3 and R4.

Generate groups of “segmentation characteristics”. It should be noted that
the focus lies on analysing two, and only two contours in each segmenta-
tion slice whose centres lie on the same imaginary vertical line. This limits
computational time, but the general technique can be extended to a greater
number of contours. Thus, in each segmentation slice, let M represent the
total number of separate contours and let N represent the total number of
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vertical lines that have two contours, i.e., where the gradient between respec-
tive centre points is infinity. Therefore, it is of interest to retain T = (M−N)
contours in the slice. Next, the total number of possible combinations of T
from M contours is computed, as denoted by CTM and defined in Equation
8 as:

CTM =
M !

T !(M − T )!
(8)

For every CTM(j)-th combination of contours, where j ∈ Z : j ∈ [1, CTM ],
the gradients of all possible paired contours are calculated, in addition to
respective distances and ratios.

For example, given a slice range group R3, if M = 5 and T = 3, then
CTM = 10 different combinations of three contours from five contours (where
two are presumed invalid). It is important to note that a number of combina-
tions will be irrelevant since the gradient between two centres is infinity, and
thus can be discarded. Hence, for every remaining (relevant) three contour
combination, e.g. let CTM(7) involve areas, B , C , D , a “segmentation char-
acteristics” group is generated consisting of three gradients, areas, Euclidean
distances and ratios-of-areas. This group is simultaneously evaluated against
a set of “ground-truth characteristics” from the same slice range group and
T contours of interest. Figure 7 provides a visual representation of this ex-
ample, where set f 3

3 would be utilised.

Figure 7: Visual example of three contour combination, BCD, which represents the 7th
in 10 different combinations from five distinct contours. Three out of five contours are
presumed valid, i.e. “pancreas” and the other two otherwise.
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Elimination process of “non-pancreas” tissue. A method of elimination fol-
lows: if the mean error between the CTM(j)-th “segmentation characteristics”
group and a “ground-truth characteristics” group falls below threshold, tp,
then this combination is assigned a point score of 1, otherwise 0. Once all
measures of error have been exhausted, the combination with the highest
score is retained as “pancreas” and the others are discarded. Equation 9
mathematically describes the process of assigning a score to the j-th combi-
nation, sTM(j)k, where k ∈ Z : k ∈ [1, n].

sTM(j)k =

{
1 if 0 ≤ Ek

f ip
≤ tp

0 otherwise
(9)

where Ek
f ip

is the mean error between the CTM(j)-th combination “seg-

mentation characteristics” and (f i
p)k which is the k-th “ground truth char-

acteristics”. The final score, sTM(j)total can be described in Equation 10
as:

sTM(j)total =
n∑
k=1

sTM(j)k (10)

In the case where two or more combinations have attained the same score,
the combination that encapsulates these two contours scoring the least mean
error is retained.

3. Experiments and results

3.1. Datasets

The performance of this approach is evaluated on three pancreas datasets,
all of which have been manually annotated by an expert operator. The first
two datasets contain 216 (MRI-A) and 132 (MRI-B) T2-weighted (fat sup-
pressed) abdominal 3D MRI scans, obtained using a Philips Intera 1.5T
scanner and a Siemens Trio 3T scanner respectively. The CT-NIH dataset
is publicly available and contains 82 abdominal contrast-enhanced CT 3D
scans, acquired on Philips and Siemens MDCT scanners (120 kVp tube volt-
age) http://dx.doi.org/10.7937/K9/TCIA.2016.tNB1kqBU.

Every image volume (scan) in MRI-A consists of 50 slices with spacing
2mm, each slice has spatial size 384 × 384 and 0.9766mm pixel interval in
the axial and sagittal direction. In MRI-B, every image volume consists
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of 80 slices with 1.6mm spacing, each slice has spatial size 320 × 260 and
1.1875mm pixel interval in the axial and sagittal direction. The CT-NIH
dataset contains image volumes of spatial size 512× 512 pixels (between 181
and 466 slices) and slice thickness ranging 1.5 - 2.5mm.

The volunteers who underwent the MRI scan were over 18 years of age and
displayed early signs of type 2 diabetes. The CT scans were acquired from 53
male and 27 female subjects. A radiologist selected sixty-five subjects from
patients who did not have any major abdominal pathologies nor pancreatic
cancer lesions; the remaining seventeen subjects were healthy kidney donors
scanned prior to nephrectomy. The subjects’ ages range from 18 to 76 years
with a mean age of 46.8± 16.7.

3.2. Evaluation

The training and testing image volumes have been randomly split into
196 and 20 for MRI-A, 112 and 20 for MRI-B, and 62 and 20 for CT-NIH.

For each experiment in Section 2.3.1, the values for Nr1 , Nr2 , Nr3 and
Nr4 are 32, 52, 64 and 16 respectively. The thresholds include tm = 0.15 and
tc = 0.27. In Section 2.3.2, the value of n is 6, and in Section 2.3.3, the value
of threshold tp = 0.15 and n is set to 16, 48, 36 and 12 for slice groups R1,
R2, R3 and R4 respectively.

The performance of the proposed approach is evaluated using the Dice
Similarity Coefficient (DSC) and Jaccard Index (JI) method (Taha and Han-
bury, 2015), in addition to precision (PC) and recall (RC) (Yeghiazaryan
and Voiculescu, 2015). If G represents the volumetric ground-truth anno-
tation and S represents the corresponding automatic segmentation result,
then the DSC accuracy percentage of S relative to G can be defined as:
DSC = 2(|G ∩ S|)/(|G| ∪ |S|). Similarly, the JI accuracy percentage of
S relative to G can be defined as: JI = (|G ∩ S|)/(|G ∪ S|). The pre-
cision normalises the correct segmented region against the segmentation:
PC = (|S ∩G|)/ |S|. The recall (i.e. sensitivity) normalises S ∩ G against
the ground-truth, G and can be defined as: RC = (|S ∩G|)/ |G|.

Table 1 displays the DSC, JI, PC and RC for the CT-NIH dataset as
mean ± standard deviation [lowest, highest], in comparison to other auto-
matic approaches reported in research literature that employ CT modality.
Similarly, Table 2 displays the quantitative accuracy scores for datasets MRI-
A and MRI-B, in comparison to automatic approaches reported in research
literature that use MRI modality.
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Table 1: Overall DSC, JI, PC and RC shown as mean ± standard deviation [lowest,
highest] for automatic pancreas segmentation methods in CT modality image volumes.
The value of N represents the dataset size.
Method DSC(%) JI(%) PC(%) RC(%) N
Roth et al. (2015a) 71.8 ± 10.7

[25.0, 86.9]
- - - 82

Karasawa et al.
(2017)

78.5 ± 14.0 66.3 ± 15.5 - - 150

Tong et al. (2015) 71.1 ± 14.7 56.90 ± 15.2 - - 150
Okada et al. (2015) 73.4 ± 15.1 60.4 ± 16.7 - - 134
Wolz et al. (2013) 69.6 ± 16.7 55.50 ± 17.1 67.9 ± 18.2 74.1 ± 17.1 150
Wolz et al. (2012) 65.5 49.6 70.7 62.9 100
Roth et al. (2017) 81.27 ± 6.27 - - - 82
Cai et al. (2017) 82.4 ± 6.7

[60.0, 90.1]
70.6 ± 9.00
[42.9, 81.9]

- - 82

Zhou et al. (2016) 82.37 ±
5.68 [62.43,
90.85]

- - - 82

Wang et al. (2014) 65.5 ± 18.6
[2.4, 90.2]

- - - 100

Chu et al. (2013) 69.1 ± 15.3 54.6 ± 15.9 - - 100
Oda et al. (2016) 75.1 ± 15.4 62.1 ± 16.6 - - 147
Saito et al. (2016) 74.4 ±20.2 62.3 ± 19.5 - - 140
Shimizu et al.
(2010)

- 57.9 - - 98

Roth et al. (2015b) 68.0 ± 10.0
[43.0, 80.0]

- - - 82

Roth et al. (2016a) 78.0 ± 8.2 - - - 82
Farag et al. (2014) 68.8 ± 25.6 57.2 ± 25.4 71.5 ± 30.0 72.5 ± 27.2 80
Farag et al. (2017) 70.7 ± 13.0 57.9 ± 13.6 71.6 ± 10.5 74.4 ± 15.1 80
Hammon et al.
(2013)

- 61.2 ± 9.08 - - 40

Okada et al. (2012) - 46.6 - - 28
CT-NIH (Pro-
posed)

79.3 ± 4.4
[72.8, 86.0]

66.1 ± 6.2
[58.2, 75.5]

88.6 ± 6.9
[74.5, 99.5]

97.6 ± 1.9
[94.7, 99.8]

82

Figure 8 displays the final segmentation results in six MRI scans, equally
split between MRI-A and MRI-B. Despite columns (a, b, c) being part of
MRI-A, notice the variation between intensity and image contrast in the
original axial MRI slices. Columns (d, e, f) corresponds to exemplars from
dataset MRI-B. In particular, the contouring of the pancreas can appear
less-well defined with blurred boundaries between the organ and surround-
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Table 2: Overall DSC, JI, PC and RC shown as mean ± standard deviation [lowest,
highest] for automatic pancreas segmentation methods in MRI modality image volumes.
The value of N represents the dataset size.
Method DSC(%) JI(%) PC(%) RC(%) N
Cai et al. (2016) 76.1 ± 8.7

[47.4, 87.1]
- - - 78

Cai et al. (2017) 80.5 ± 6.70
[59.1, 89.4]

67.9 ± 8.90
[41.9, 80.9]

- - 79

MRI-A (Pro-
posed)

79.6 ± 5.7
[68.8, 87.5]

66.5 ± 7.9
[52.4, 77.8]

85.7 ± 11.5
[71.5, 98.9]

94.7 ± 10.7
[50.5, 99.7]

216

MRI-B (Pro-
posed)

81.6 ± 5.1
[71.3, 88.0]

69.2 ± 7.1
[55.5, 78.6]

82.2 ± 5.8
[73.1, 93.5]

84.8 ± 8.3
[69.4, 96.0]

132

ing tissue, and therefore affect the overall segmentation accuracy. Similarly,
Figure 9 displays the visualisations of four different pancreas segmentation
results in the CT-NIH dataset. There are clear, evident differences in the
shape and structure of slice-by-slice pancreatic contours as well as the over-
all 3D reconstruction.

Similar to state-of-the-art automatic segmentation methods, every test
image volume is processed using an approach generated by its correspond-
ing training dataset. The morphological operations performed in the post-
processing Section 2.3 involve principal geometric computations that are re-
producible. The implementation of this section is also scalable, depending
on the amount of training data and the number chosen for n clusters in the
k-medoids stage.

The first two levels of refinement described in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2
improve the overall mean DSC, proving considerably effective for individual
cases that require varying degrees of refinement as opposed to some cases
that do not require as much post-processing. After the first two levels of
refinement, implementing the third level in Section 2.3.3 raises the accuracy
in mean DSC by 4.59%, 4.74% and 4.68% for MRI-A, MRI-B and CT-NIH
respectively. Empirically testing, in some cases, minor pancreatic contours
were eliminated however incorporating this level of refinement also reduced
the standard deviation by 2.73%, 2.45% and 2.58% for MRI-A, MRI-B and
CT-NIH respectively.

The Hausdorff distance (HSD) metric (Huttenlocher et al., 1993) is pre-
sented as mean ± standard deviation in CT-NIH, MRI-A and MRI-B as
12.52 ± 1.98mm, 13.59 ± 4.34mm and 14.28 ± 4.02mm, respectively. This
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Figure 8: Segmentation results in six different MRI scans (volumes). Every column cor-
responds to a single MRI volume. From left, first row displays sample MRI axial slices
with segmentation outcome (green) against ground-truth (red), and computed DSC; sec-
ond row displays 3D reconstruction of entire pancreas (green) segmentation against its
ground-truth (red) with computed overall DSC.

Figure 9: Segmentation results in four different CT image scans (volumes). Every column
corresponds to a single CT volume. From left, first row displays sample CT axial slices with
segmentation outcome (green) against ground-truth (red), and computed DSC; second row
displays 3D reconstruction of entire pancreas (green) segmentation against its ground-truth
(red) with computed overall DSC.
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Figure 10: Dice Score Coefficient and Jaccard Index box plots for datasets CT-NIH, MRI-
A and MRI-B.

metric, which represents the maximum deviation between two surfaces and is
very sensitive to outliners, indicates that the approach is slightly more con-
sistent for CT data. The relatively lower HSD in CT implies that slices have
greater co-dependency, and therefore the proposed approach delivers a stable
performance in predicting between successive slices. In contrast, the higher
HSD value in MRI reflects less co-dependency between successive slices and
higher shape variability. In such cases, the major pancreas region included
excess background tissue that formed part of the final segmentation result,
or eliminated pancreas tissue (mostly comprising part of the tail or body).

A box and whisker plot representation for all three datasets is displayed
in Figure 10. The standard deviation is a reflection of intensity variation
of surrounding tissue coming into contact with the final, resultant pancreas
segmentation. In CT-NIH and MRI-B, 60% of all segmentation results score
80% or above in DSC, compared to 45% of all segmentation results in MRI-A.
This difference in accuracy scores highlight the performance of the approach
with respect to image quality and distribution of greyscale intensity in test
image volumes. The broader range between median and upper quartile for
MRI-A, in comparison to MRI-B, suggests a higher degree of variation in
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Figure 11: Recall against precision plots for datasets CT-NIH, MRI-A and MRI-B.

test volumes’ shape, size and level of coarse image noise. Thus, a tighter
interquartile range in MRI-B indicates a similar degree of error within that
dataset for all resultant segmentations. The relatively lower standard devia-
tion in CT-NIH reflects a lesser degree of variation between image volumes
as opposed to MRI-A and MRI-B that suffer from greater image noise and
artefacts.

Precision and recall results in CT-NIH significantly outperform state-of-
the-art approaches reported in Wolz et al. (2013, 2012), Farag et al. (2014,
2017). Therefore, comparatively high precision and high recall scores reflect
a low false positive rate and low false negative rate. As shown in Figure 11,
MRI-A and MRI-B report strong precision and recall results but the differ-
ences in standard deviation reflect higher variations in correct and incorrect
classification of voxels. In general, the initial detection of the major pancreas
region guarantees that the pancreas will be segmented (albeit with varying
DSC accuracy) while maintaining higher mean precision and recall scores.

Unlike other publications that focus on one modality or one dataset for
every modality, this method is robust to variations in noise, distortion, sharp-
ness and changes in greyscale intensity distribution within multiple MRI
datasets and a CT dataset. Figure 12 highlights three different slices from
exemplar test volumes and their corresponding segmentation result. Notice
the difference in levels of original noise and the comparable accurate segmen-
tation outcome of approximately 85% in DSC.
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Figure 12: Columns (a) (b) and (c) highlights sample slice and corresponding segmentation
outcome from MRI-A, MRI-B and CT-NIH respectively. Notice the variation in noise and
image distortion between (a) and (b), and the difference in blur and sharpness between
(a) and (c). All segmentation results (green) are mapped over the ground-truth (red) and
have approximately 85% accuracy in DSC.

4. Discussion

The approach presented in this paper reports better quantitative pan-
creas segmentation results in comparison to other state-of- the-art techniques
(Roth et al., 2015a, Cai et al., 2016, Wolz et al., 2013, Okada et al., 2015,
Tong et al., 2015, Farag et al., 2017, Karasawa et al., 2017).

With the exception of the publicly available CT dataset that has been
utilised in publications (Roth et al., 2015a, 2017, Cai et al., 2017, Zhou et al.,
2016, Roth et al., 2015b, 2016a) direct comparison with other methods in
literature is difficult due to differences in modality, scanner imaging protocols
and spatial resolution.

It should also be noted that the MRI data, evaluated for the approach
proposed in this paper, was obtained using a scanner imaging protocol (se-
quence) that was not optimised for any particular organ, thus adding to the
challenge of detecting the pancreas.

This proposed method delivers better quantitative accuracy and statis-
tical stability, comparing 5.7% for MRI-A and 5.1% for MRI-B versus 8.7%
(Cai et al., 2016) in DSC standard deviation. Although the mean MRI result
reported in Cai et al. (2017) is relatively higher, the proposed method in this
paper delivers a tighter standard deviation when compared to 6.7% in DSC
as reported in the publication.

Employing 3D max-flow and min-cuts approach in combination with
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meticulous geometrical descriptor analysis, the proposed approach advances
the quantitative performance to mean DSC of 79.3% in testing CT-NIH, and
reveals statistical significance (t-test, p < 0.0001). This method performs
close to the state-of-the-arts (Roth et al., 2017, Cai et al., 2017, Zhou et al.,
2016) with approximate differences in mean DSC scores of 2%, 3% and 3%
respectively.

The mean of listed DSC standard deviations from other reported pub-
lications in Table 1 is 13.1%, whereas the proposed method achieves ap-
proximately 3 times lower a value in standard deviation. In fact, the pro-
posed method also delivers better statistical stability, comparing 4.40% ver-
sus 6.27% (Roth et al., 2017), 6.70% (Cai et al., 2017) and 5.68% (Zhou
et al., 2016) in standard deviation of DSC scores.

A methodology reported in Suzuki et al. (2016) employs probabilistic
atlas-based graph cut and achieves a mean JI coefficient of 77.0 ± 10.2% for
15 CT volumes. Since the technique is interactive based, a medical expert
identifies a “seed” (or location) from where the segmentation is performed.
Similarly, the max-flow and min-cuts based approach, described in this paper,
utilises rich statistical information about wide variations and irregularities
in pancreas shape and size. However, the proposed method for this paper
is fully automatic and does not require user intervention. Furthermore, the
choice of modality also includes MRI and therefore tackles greater problems
relating to image artefacts.

The approach reported in Gou et al. (2014) performs segmentation on
MRI data, though it should be noted the images are dynamic MRI (contrast-
enhanced). Nevertheless, this method also involves operator intervention
where “seeds” are manually placed near the centre of the regions of interest
(ROIs) prior to segmentation. Although the accuracy score for this method
boasts a mean DSC of 77.0%, only two image volumes are used for testing
purposes. The max-flow and min-cuts based approach produces comparably
more robust results for two different MRI datasets that were generated using
a scanner imaging protocol (sequence) that is not optimised for any organ,
let alone the pancreas.

Qualitative assessment. The feedback received by an expert radiographer
and an expert radiologist reveals that the proposed method produces de-
tailed contouring of the pancreas, for every protrusion and indentation as
opposed to an approximate or mean tracing of the organ. The primary
source of segmentation error can be attributed to the remaining accumulated
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surrounding pancreas tissue including the superior mesenteric vein, splenic
artery and duodenum.

A potential method for optimisation includes removal of surrounding
splenic artery and vessels prior to the max-flow and min-cuts segmenta-
tion stage. As reported in Erdt et al. (2011), a number of clinical support
structures are implemented to detect the splenic artery by learning the spatial
relationship between the vessel path, and local pancreas texture and position.
Although the modality of choice is CT, giving relatively clearer distinction be-
tween organs and vessels in comparison to MRI, the concept can still extend
to MRI data. Thus, incorporating further anatomical knowledge relating to
abdominal organs, in combination with radiological information about tissue
surrounding the pancreas, can potentially raise the overall accuracy score.

Another approach for method optimisation includes utilising a 3D deep
learning network that can exploit and learn multilevel features of tissue sur-
rounding or “touching” the pancreas. This would require the corresponding
ground-truth information to train the network. Such a technique can be ap-
plied before the max-flow and min-cuts stage in order to further eliminate
unwanted veins and artery.

Although deep learning methods deliver highly promising results for 2D
image data or slice-by-slice image analysis, existing methods struggle to serve
the 3D data that drives medical imaging, especially for MRI. Despite evidence
to suggest that 3D deep learning networks suffer from overfitting (Qi et al.,
2016, Roth et al., 2016) and would require more training data, recent publi-
cations suggest that data augmentation and 3D convolutional neural network
models (Çiçek et al., 2016, Bui et al., 2017) can produce improved volumetric
segmentation results without adding to the cost of computational time.

In many a case, the duodenum, which touches the head of the pancreas,
often “sticks” to the resultant segmentation: this occurs whenever a dis-
tinction cannot be made between the greyscale intensities of the pancreas
and duodenum at the max-flow and min-cuts segmentation stage. Often,
the subtle detail separating the pancreas head and duodenum are detected
by medical experts through analysis of the image slices in a back-and-forth
manner, whereby identifying the features or slight contours required to es-
tablish organ separation. In fact, it can be possible to “strengthen” the
detection of weak boundaries between the duodenum and pancreas head in
a manner that is similar to the approach in Xiang et al. (2017) for the renal
cortex and kidneys. Here, a statistical shape model for the area of interest
is developed to automatically initialise the outer surface and inner surface.
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Afterwards, a graph-cuts algorithm can be introduced to detect the optimal
boundary of the organ.

Overall, an area to investigate includes incorporating such meticulous
information (e.g. appearance texture descriptors) into a statistical model
or a deep learning network that can identify key duodenum landmarks in
an image prior to the main segmentation process. Therefore, such a pre-
processing model that is generated using heavy data augmentation can po-
tentially minimise false predictions and even reduce computation time at the
post-processing stage.

Computational efficiency. The overall mean runtime per CT and MRI vol-
ume is 30 and 22 minutes respectively, and not two or four hours as in Chu
et al. (2013), Wolz et al. (2013), Karasawa et al. (2017). Furthermore, the
proposed approach does not involve the computationally expensive costs of
training a network, as in 9 hours (Farag et al., 2017) or 55 hours (Roth
et al., 2015a) before segmenting a test image volume. With the exception
of a random forest, trained in just under 10 minutes to identify the major
pancreas region, the approach described in this paper evaluates an image
volume within 10 to 35 minutes via a workstation with i7-59-30k-CPU at
3.50 Ghz. In the future, this run-time can be potentially reduced by a factor
of 10 by using a GeForce Titan X GPU.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents an approach for automatic pancreas segmentation in
3D abdominal computed tomography (CT), and magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI) scans. The proposed method is based on a hierarchical pooling
of information by classifying extracted image patches, superpixels and in-
tensity distributions as pancreatic tissue or otherwise. A sequential process
firstly improves the difference between pancreatic and background classes us-
ing optimised parameters from an intensity model. Next, the major pancreas
region is identified using a trained random forest that makes probability-wise
predictions of superpixels in each slice per image volume. This technique,
followed by 3D max-flow and min-cuts segmentation and structured forest
edge detection, produces very detailed contouring of the pancreas and heavy
boundary-preservation. This voxel-based algorithm addresses the intensity
consistency problem that is often the case when segmenting image volumes
on a slice-by-slice basis. Furthermore, a novel post-processing stage optimises
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tissue classification using morphological, anatomical and radiological knowl-
edge about connectivity between pancreatic contours in an image volume.
The final quantitative pancreas segmentation results are better than or close
to state-of-the-art approaches for both CT and MRI modality, and report
higher statistical stability with lower standard deviation metrics. Given the
wide variation in datasets, this methodology can be further optimised and
applicable to other abdominal MRI and CT sequences and also, generalisable
to other organ or muscular tissue segmentation tasks.
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